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Abstract—Background services using wireless networks in
mobile devices can receive and send data periodically without user
interaction, so that users can get instantly recent information.
However, indiscreet uses of the background services increase
the energy consumption because of the frequent state machine
changes of wireless network interfaces and low utilization of the
idle state of the mobile devices. We propose a method to reduce
the energy consumption using a batch sync scheduler, which
controls the trigger time of background services. According to
our experiments, it reduces the energy consumption by 8.4%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices become popular because network services
are useful for everyday life through wireless networks. More-
over, recent applications use background services to reduce the
time to load data from the Internet or to obtain new information
by themselves. Such background services are widely used by
the email, news, blog, messenger, and SNS for preloading web
data and for push services.

However, the background services, which are not visible to
users, cause a problem. Wireless networks such as celluar, and
WiFi consume more energy compared with the Ethernet. Thus,
Zhao et al. [1] try to exploit detailed wireless network tech-
nologies such as RRC (radio resource control) state machine to
reduce the energy consumption. Moreover, unlike the studies in
[2], [3] of the causes unable to enter the sleep mode because
of the wake-lock and energy bugs, Park et al. [4] present a
scheme, which excludes non-critical alarms for the problems
of wake-ups from the sleep state. However, this scheme cannot
exclude alarms of background services, which use wireless
networks, unlike our research. We do not exclude any of the
services, but change their trigger times for batch executions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the problems with indiscreet background services
using network in the mobile devices. Section III describes
our proposed scheme with a batch sync scheduler and the
added API, which are implemented in the Android frameworks
layer, and provides the experimental results. Lastly, concluding
remarks are given in Section IV.

II. PROBLEM OF BACKGROUND SERVICES USING
WIRELESS NETWORKS IN MOBILE DEVICES

To find out how background services affect the energy
consumption, we experimented with two configurations on a
mobile device1. The first has no any third party application

1In this research, we used Nexus 5 as a mobile device for experiments and
ODROID Smart Power for power measurement.
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Fig. 1. The trace examples of the thread CPU scheduling of background
services using a FTrace tool (left-top), network I/O graph using a Wireshark
tool (right-top), and the power consumption ("22.8%) of six background
services compared with no background service (bottom).

TABLE I. EXECUTED APPLICATIONS ON A MOBILE DEVICE AND THE
NUMBER OF BACKGROUND SERVICES AND EXECUTIONS OVER 3 HOURS.

Application Package Name # of Services # of Executions
BBC News bbc.mobile.news.ww 4 44
Email com.android.email 3 674
Evernote com.evernote 5 18
Facebook com.facebook.katana 5 26
Tumblr com.tumblr 1 4
Twitter com.twitter.android 3 148

and the second has six applications, as shown in TABLE I. To
test only the background services, we turned off the display
in both the configurations. According to our observations, all
the background services use the network. TABLE I shows
the numbers of background services and the numbers of their
executions during 3 hours, which are extracted using the
dumpsys procstats tool. We find that the configuration with
six background services consumes 22.8% more energy than
the configuration without any background service, as shown
in Fig 1.

The RRC of the wireless network has the state machine to
conserve the battery power of the mobile device. If there is no
data transfer for a specific time, the RRC changes its state to a
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Fig. 2. RRC state machine of LTE and power state machines of 3G and WiFi
[5]. Note that, all state machines need delays (tail times) before transition to
an idle or DRX (discontinuous reception) for the low power state. FACH
represents a forward access channel. DCH represents a dedicated channel.
PSM represents a power saving mode.
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Fig. 3. Our proposed scheme in the Android frameworks layer.

DRX or an idle, as shown in Fig 2. The problem is that all state
machines need a delay to change the state, which consumes
unnecessary energy. Moreover, the CPU also has an idle state
called a C-state by the DPS (dynamic power switching) to
reduce the leakage power. Therefore, the dispersed executions
of such background services consume more energy by waking
up mobile devices many times than running them in batches,
which wakes them up only one time.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Android platform supports the Alarm Manager API for
periodic background services. To execute background services
in batches, we added the API into an AlarmManager class,
as shown in Algorithm 1, and modified mainly the set
method in an AlarmManagerService class for batch sync
scheduler, as shown in Algorithm 2 and Fig. 3. The batch
sync scheduler controls the trigger time of alarm requests to
run them together as a batch. When a new alarm request
is registered, the batch sync scheduler calculates the batch
sync interval considering other background services, although
the first trigger time is earlier than expected, as shown in
Fig. 4. From our experiment, we determined that the minimum
of the batch sync interval is one minute, and the unit to
the request time and the interval is in minutes instead of
in milliseconds. The batch sync scheduler only runs valid
operations by intervals when it wakes up.
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Fig. 4. An example of running Batch Sync Scheduler when a new background
service is registered with alarm#1, which execution interval is 3 minutes.

Algorithm 1 Java code for added AlarmManager API
1: void setBatchSyncRepeating(long triggerRequestT ime,

long interval, PendingIntent operation);

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for Batch Sync Scheduler Service
1: procedure SET(t, Trequest, Irequest, o, Lbatch)
2: if the wake-up type t is realtime then
3: Ttrigger  Trequest

4: else if the wake-up type t is batch then
5: Reset IbatchSync using the GCD of intervals from

the requested operation o and the list of batch operations
Lbatch, which have already been registered.

6: Ttrigger  Trequest - (Tcurrent - TlastTrigger)
7: Add the request operation o into the batch list

Lbatch with an interval Irequest.
8: return
9: end if . The rest of this procedure is same as the

original code of set() function.
10: end procedure
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Fig. 5. The trace examples for 3 minutes of power consumption of the original
Android system (upper, average power: 0.293 W, consumped energy: 52.7 J),
which executes one background service per 10 seconds, and our proposed
system (bottom, average power: 0.268 W, consumped energy: 48.3 J), which
executes the six batch-scheduled background services per one minute.

To evaluate our proposed scheme, we made a test back-
ground service, which receives the web page data from
google.com using HTTPGet API through the WiFI network.
Because recent applications using the Internet exploit the
RESTful web API based on HTTP and TCP/IP protocols, we
made our test background service to receive the simple web
data through HTTP and TCP/IP protocol. We experimented
with two the configurations under the display is turned off.
First, one background service is executed every 10 seconds.
Second, six background services in the batch are executed
together.

Fig. 5 shows a power behavior example and the effective-
ness of our scheme in terms of the energy consumption. We
measured the energy consumption of a mobile device. As a
result, the overall energy consumption of the configuration
with our batch sync scheduler is reduced by 8.4% on average.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed an energy-efficient batch sync scheduler
scheme to minimize the unnecessary network state changes and
delay, which cause more energy consumption, and to utilize
the idle state changes of the CPU. Our scheme can execute
several background services as a batch at the same time by
controlling the trigger time of alarm requests. According to our
experiments, our scheme reduces the total energy consumption
by 8.4% on average when six background services run.
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